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Claudius. the former swayer. hubby of his sister and brother of the late 

perished male monarch gives a address at the beginning of Act I. II of 

Hamlet. Shakespeare’s usage of literary devices allows the reader to grok 

the purposes behind Claudius’s nonliteral linguistic communication within his

enthronement address. 

The gap scene in Hamlet portrays Denmark to presently be critically 

unstable and with militaristic pandemonium ; nevertheless. in Claudius’s 

address he disposes that thought and conveys assurance in the stableness of

the state. This chronological set up introduces the subject of visual aspect 

vs. world as Claudius attempts to pull strings the land into swearing that he 

has everything under control is carried badly yet successfully throughout his 

address. 

Aware of the presence of the rightful male monarch. immature Hamlet. 

Claudius commences his address with an equivocal line that strikes the 

attending of Hamlet. Once he is cognizant of immature Hamlet’s attending. 

he continues to near the courthouse. He apparently shows a province of 

heartache as he acknowledges his dead brother. “ My beloved brother’s 

death” the usage of initial rhyme makes us cognizant that Claudius has used 

that line several times earlier in order to demo a mark of loss. 

He wants to look that has suffered excessively from this decease. he 

mentions that “ the memory be green” this metaphor is placed to stand for 

the thought that the memory is fresh and it has non been long since he 

perished. while besides go forthing a ghastly image of the old male 

monarchs break uping organic structure. His first usage of anti-thesis is so 
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exposed in line 6. when he mentions “ the wisest sorrows” in that line he is 

understanding those in heartache but reminding them to believe of 

themselves and the hereafter of Denmark alternatively. 

After respectfully adverting the decease of Hamlet. and showing his 

commiseration to the land he dishonestly moves on to the 2nd of import 

proclamation: his nuptials. Uneasy. Claudius is seeking to travel about his 

address like a metaphorical obstruction class trusting there is no intervention

or resistance. while still being able to look as confident. Efficaciously. he 

presents his matrimony “ Therefore our erstwhile sister. now our queen. Th’ 

imperial jointress to this warlike province. 

” Using the province of war as his alaby to the matrimony of his brother’s 

married woman he is able to convert the courthouse that it is for the greater 

good and that his actions are a signifier of selflessness for the state. 

Continuing to warrant his matrimony as a cause and affect marriage 

alternatively of Acts of the Apostless of incest he mentions the “ hilarity in 

funeral ” and “ dirge in marriage” . This literary device is of import within his 

address because it is his 2nd antithesis. and a self-contradictory clause. In 

this he is proposing that he brought felicity to this sad event for the benefit 

of his people. 

“ In equal graduated table. weighing delectation and dole” Claudius is 

seeking to ostracize the aura of unsteadiness and declares balance. He 

makes up for the sorrow of his dead brother. by get marrieding his sister. 

Even though it is an obvious unusual event. Claudius reflects adequate 

assurance as male monarch and successfully manages avoid any resistance. 
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A good scheme used was his the frequent usage of “ we” . This indicated 

that the male monarch was non merely talking for himself. but he was 

talking for everyone like a good solon would. 

In world nevertheless. he was making so to do everyone cognizant that it 

was of “ better wisdoms” to hold with him. and that those with worst 

wisdoms would non confront good effects. Claudius gently expresses his 

supreme control over Denmark and threatens anyone who dares oppose him

in a non-aggressive manner. He subsequently finalizes the subject of 

matrimony by disregarding the awkward subject of the tabular array like a 

typical political “ For all. our thanks” As male monarch. Claudius so 

addresses the issues with Norway. Assertively. he informs the land of his 

program of action. 

He repeats the line “ dear brother’s death” giving it small sentimental value. 

He so rapidly states that Norway believes that Denmark is “ disjoint and out 

of frame. ” He assures the courthouse that the instance is non so. and that 

they will successfully cover with Fortibras. The sarcasm behind that is that 

Denmark is weak. regardless of what Claudius wants his people to believe. In

order to look like a adult male of action Claudius puts his hereafter program 

frontward “ Therefore much the concern is we have here writ to Norway. 

uncle of immature Fortibras. 

” By making that he convinces many that he is a powerful male monarch. 

Writing to Norway makes him look like he is cognizant of what he is making 

and that the state does non necessitate to worry. To complement his 

confidence he appoints two couriers to present a missive. this is significantly 
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of import because his aim is to turn out to the tribunal that he trusts his 

functionaries. ironically thought. he is intentionally sending two people 

incase of a treachery. Claudius’s address had a successful result. He was 

able to gently conceal his inner insecurities and expose himself as a good 

solon and valorous leader. 

His word use was indispensable to the rescue of his address as it allowed him

to acquire his awkward points across like unusual matrimony to his sister. 

His usage of antithesis did do the reader inquiry the earnestness of his 

heartache. but it did non look to impact the sentiment of the courthouse. He 

showed clear high quality over everyone within the courthouse. particularly 

Hamlet. while doing himself clear that he would non digest any dissension of 

his enthronement. Most significantly. he put an action program frontward 

and proved himself as male monarch. 
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